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MO T I V T I O N
“We will make your sales skyrocket”

WHO WE ARE?
Destination Motivation is the leader in providing high value, low cost vacation-based incentives,
specifically designed to motivate consumers to purchase. Our program is proven & turn key.
Companies leverage our products in their sales and marketing efforts to increase close rates,
sales, leads, referrals & profits. Our services include, Marketing Consulting & Sales Training.

Our program helps you:
· Increase your Sales
· Increase your Leads
· Increase your Profits
· Increase your Referrals
· Increase your Close Rate
· Increase your Productivity
· Increase your Average Sale
· Decrease your Cancellations
· Create Urgency
· Create more Value
· Create a Fun Environment
· Create the Ultimate Experience
· Differentiate from your Competition
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EXECUTIVE TEAM

Caleb Nelson
President

Chuck Thokey
VP of Sales

Brittany Gregory
VP of Marketing
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Erin Alder
Marketing Director

WHO ARE WE PARTNERED WITH?
We’ve partnered with many industry leaders to provide maximum benefit to our clients. These
companies and organizations not only deliver massive value, but they align with our vision and
values. We leverage these relationships strategically to help our clients grow.
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COLLATERAL MATERIALS
Program Highlights:
Brochure:

Concierge Service:

Each salesman should have one of these in their pitch

At the time of contract signing, the home owner will fill

kit. This is used to show the homeowner what they can

out a Condo/Cruise Acceptance form. This form comes

expect and to evoke the happy thoughts of going on a

back to Destination Motivation where we service the

vacation.

client from choosing the vacation, booking the vacation
and calling to get a review for the contractor after the

Condo/Cruise Acceptance Form:

vacation.

This document gives the homeowner a very clear
picture of the voucher they are receiving along with

Fine Print Sample:

what their expected cost is. This is deeply discounted

Not valid on previous contacts. Limit one per household.

off retail experience. The salesman should always lead

Must have in home demo and have a qualifying pur-

with the cruise, as it’s most appealing to Americans.

chase (20sq. roofing, 12sq. James Hardie or 6 windows).
Purchase must be made by homeowner. Valid January

Thank You Letter:

1, 2018–January 31, 2018 on the first 30 qualifying jobs.

This is a simple, well designed leave behind to remind

Call for more details.

the home owner of the gift you’ve given them which
greatly reduces the chance of
cancellations, since they are
already planning their vacation.

Voucher and Brochure
Delivery:
Salesmen should let the homeowner know once the job is paid
and installed, they will receive
this via mail or with the warranty
paperwork. The voucher will be in
the back of the image rich brochure
and there will be a code, they use
that code on our website or with the
concierge service to activate their
voucher and start planning.
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PRODUCTS

Cruise Vacation Voucher

Condo Express Voucher

Our Cruise Vacation Voucher is the most
valuable, flexible & user friendly product in the
incentive travel industry. Our Cruise Brochure
design gives the end user a feeling like they’re
on the vacation, and that leads to helping
create the ultimate customer experience.

The Condo Express offers 8-days 7-nights
of luxury resort condo accommodations at
thousands of popular vacation destinations.
Choose from over 4500 luxury resorts in 106
different countries.
These resorts are located in some of the most
beautiful and desirable vacation destinations
in the world.

Our Cruise Voucher is valid on anyone of
the top four cruise lines; Royal Caribbean,
Celebrity, Norwegian & Carnival. This allows
unique options for all walks of life.

Each resort provides a broad spectrum of choice
accommodations ranging from units that house
large extended families to those on a more
intimate scale. Many include fireplaces, private
whirlpool spas, and washers and dryers. The
amenities are equally attractive and reflect the
personality and location of each resort. Among
the activities available at the different resorts
are horseback riding, golf, tennis, boating, fishing, and swimming in pools and oceans. Many
resorts even schedule supervised activities for
kids.

Recipients can choose many destinations
all over the country including Alaska, Baja
California, Mexican Riviera, Caribbean,
Bahamas, and Canada & New England.
With no black out dates and a 16 month
window to book, recipients can choose
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 night itineraries.
Our Cruise Voucher is accompanied by a
16 page beautiful 8.5x11 brochure. Feel free
to browse a few of the pages on the right.
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CLIENTS THAT USE THE PROGRAM

Hey!
CHECK OUT THE

COMPANIES

WE WORK WITH
TOP 100 HOME IMPROVEMENT COMPANIES IN THE U.S.
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VIDEO FROM WINDOW NATION

For the last 5 years,

Destination Motivation has been helping
Window Nation grow their business. Window
Nation has incorporated our Vacation
Vouchers into their marketing and
sales efforts to help generate more
leads and to increase their close
rate while reducing cancellations. The program has been
so impactful to their business,
that they decided to award
their very 1st customer from
10 years ago one of our fullfunded Cruise Vouchers.

please click on photo to play
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WINDOW NATION CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL

“This past year, we had a window replaced, as well as some siding work done at our home.
The work was done by a company called Window Nation. We heard about their company from
a couple online searches that we did. We initially had narrowed our options down to them, and
Window Depot. Their prices were similar, and the product was similar but what made Window
Nation stand out was the cruise voucher they offered us. The voucher really piqued our interest
and added a lot of value to the deal. We ended up going with them for the work, and they did
a marvelous job. The siding and our new window really helped spruce up our home. But back
to the voucher, we ended up going on a 7 day Carnival cruise to the Bahamas this past June.
The ship was amazing and the entertainment was top notch. We loved the late night comedy
shows. They had us up all night laughing non-stop. The food on the ship was pretty good too.
But the best part of the trip was when we got to the Bahamas. We ended up getting to use some
Segways to explore. They were so fun to ride on and we got to cover a lot of ground. The views
from the beach were breathtaking and this trip was one we will never forget. We really appreciate the opportunity to have been able to experience all that we did. Without Window Nation,
none of this would have been possible. We are so thankful to their team. We will definitely be
recommending your company to our family and friends.”
								

—Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Daly
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STORIES FROM HOME IMPROVEMENT SALES REPS
We started working with Cal State Construction the 1st day they opened their door for business.
Four years later, we’ve helped them grow into a $25 million dollar home improvement company.
Hear from three of their top sales reps a few examples of how the Cruise Vouchers have helped
bring in more sales and significantly reduce cancellations.

please click on photo to play
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CLIENT SUCCESS STORIES
Dougs Heating & Air—30 day initial launch of program: $338,580 ROI
Window Nation—By implementing the Cruise Vouchers into each sale, increased close
rate instantly and consistently by 8%-10%
We Care Heating & Air—increase close rate from 30% average to 45% average
Tubbs by Grubbs—increased per deal profitability by $300 using the Vacation Vouchers
by creating a more cost-effective incentive
Express Flooring—increases lead capture by 126% by offering the Cruise Vouchers in
TV commercials. Reduced cancellations by 18%.
Southern Trust Home Services—After 23 years in business, January being typically a slow
month, Southern Trust experienced their best sales month in company history by offering
the Cruise Vouchers.
TruGuard Exteriors—5 times increase in home show leads by
implementing Cruise Voucher strategy and training.
Krumwiede Roofing & Exteriors—325% increase in sales
in first month launch with average lead flow at
Home Shows from 10 to 100.
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SAMPLE OF TV COMMERCIAL
This campaign yielded a very high response to the call center and online forms. While the
close rate on a nebulous lead is generally very low (17-20%), this campaign pulled 35% plus a
higher ticket sale with a NSLI of $2246

SAMPLE OF RADIO AD
Leveraging the cruise in radio is an effective, low cost high ROI way to get the phone to ring
and online form flow.
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SAMPLE OF EBLAST
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